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PREMISE: THE ROLE OF THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES
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- local authorities play an important role both in the generation (often 

unconsciously) and in the struggle against stereotypes and discriminatory processes

- cities can be seen as the “final destination” for most existing policies (national, 

regional and municipal) in that they represent the space in which such policies are 

put into action and hence come into contact with the target population – namely, 

citizens. 

- they are powerful “socio-cultural agents” that  can contribute to the generation 

and fight against stereotypes through their urban opinion leaders, their choices and 

actions. 



The Italian social/demographic framework
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• Italy is a relatively recent country of destination 

• foreign population in Italy: around 6 millions (10% of the population)

• + 300% foreign population in 10 years / relevance of foreign minors / youngsters

• contribution to 12% of Italian GDP and 4,1% overall tax contribution in 2010 (source: Cittalia, “Da 

residenti a cittadini”)

• Roma, Sinti and Travellers: different nationalities and categories. Between 100,000 to 140,000. 

Many of them have Italian nationality. They are among the more discriminated communities in Italy. 

The legal framework in Italy

- Italian Constitution

- Local authorities are responsible for the removal of the obstacles that hinder, de facto, the social 

integration of foreign citizens and in general the full exercise of their legally recognised rights and 

interests, in respect of the fundamental rights (art. 3 comma 5 D.Lgs 268/1998)

- Competences and functions are attributed to the Municipalities by specific Regional Laws



Networks of Italian cities for the integration of 

third country nationals /1
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Several municipalities are active in networks, associations and 

communication campaigns aiming at fighting stereotypes and discrimination 

with the objective to update the migration policies of our country, more and 

more old-fashioned and inadequate to address the new needs, through 

initiatives that involve citizens. 

In the framework of these networks and initiatives, the communication 

activity of the municipalities is quite strong and uses several tools such as 

images, slogans and photos.



Networks of Italian cities for the integration of third 

country nationals /2
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• 10th edition of the Action Week against Racism, 16-23 March, an 

awareness campaign promoted by UNAR in collaboration with ANCI

• L'Italia sono anch'io (“Italy is me, as well”)

• 18 anni in Comune (“my 18th birthday 18 in the city”)



Networks of Italian cities for the integration of third 

country nationals /3
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•Protection System for Asylum Seekers and Refugees – SPRAR (Sistema di 

protezione di richiedenti asilo e rifugiati - SPRAR)

• Network of the Intercultural Cities (Network delle città interculturali per 

la diffusione del dialogo )



 Desk analysis and review

 Open Meeting (reflection group)

 Interviews / Video Interviews

“Cities, Language, Stereotypes and Discrimination: 

an Italian Study” / BEAMS Research



1. RELEVANCE

2. AUTHORITY

3. DIVERSITY

4. TERRITORIALITY

5. MULTIPLIER EFFECT AND TRENDS GENERATIONS

6. MORE FREQUENT AND INTENSE COMMUNICATION 
ON MIGRANTS/MINORITIES ISSUES

7. IMPORTANCE OF VISUAL/MULTIMEDIA 
COMMUNICATION

8. CO-EXISTENCE OF GOOD AND BAD 
COMMUNICATION

9. LOW AWARENESS LEVEL

10. AMATEURISM

Main findings and lessons learnt in 10 points:



Different visual and 

communication approaches
 depicting the foreign citizen by enhancing its ethnic and cultural diversity or 

highlighting problems behind the migration process. Good intentions but risky 
approach / risk of incurring in stereotypes / positive stereotypes.

 Question: is it possible to break down stereotypes by enhancing diversity 
through stereotypes?   
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Different visual and 

communication approaches /2

 Depicting the differences by using a more aseptic and mainstreaming approach.
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Different visual and communication approaches /3
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 Depicting the differences by putting the individuals at the center of the image, 

through the centrality of their faces and expressions.
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Example 8 – UNAR / Naples
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Reggio Emilia (Network of Intercultural Cities) - samples
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1) Create a clear strategy of communication and train local media, including 

press/communication offices within the Municipalities;

2) Improve the synergy between the Municipality, local media and press offices 

and local users;

3) Improve cooperation with other Municipalities, in order to learn by other 

experiences through the networks and achieve a multiplier effect;

4) Raise awareness among policy makers / opinion leaders in order to let them 

avoid the automatic linkage “immigration - security problems” in their speeches;

How to enhance a non-stereotyped communication: a 

set of recommendations for local authorities / 1



5) To include people with a foreign background in the communication staff of 

the municipalities;

6) In order to improve the effectiveness of the communication while avoiding 

stereotypes as much as possible, let the institutional communication surprise 

us, create a positive curiosity and be more emotional and empathetic;

7) Adopt an approach that starts from the awareness that each individual is 

unique, that there are not two identical people in the world, that in diversity 

we can found the interest for life, art, for everything because “each person is 

unique and unrepeatable, each person is a masterpiece”;

8) Set up a clear strategy, policy framework and/or guidelines at municipal level 

in order to make it clear that stereotyping and discriminatory behaviours by 

the municipality staff will not be tolerated.

How to enhance a non-stereotyped communication: a 

set of recommendations for local authorities / 2



Good practices - Cities’ approach to discrimination: TURIN
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- Explicit decision to not institute an anti-discrimination office, but rather to focus 

on integration and the promotion of transversality. As a result, the City 

established the Integration Department (Assessorato) in 2005 in order to focus on 

immigration related issues of which discrimination is one concern. This 

assessorato was transformed (following the elections in 2011) and expanded to 

include urban development and renewal. 

- The combination of integration with urban development is representative of the 

current administration’s belief that urban issues need to be addressed within the 

urban fabric, within the physical as well as social spaces in the city

- Empowerment of associations and civil society under the umbrella of the 

Municipality



TURIN – Key focal points
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Building a pluralistic city (“Città Plurale”) and Changing Stereoptyes

Accessibility — Reducing Institutional Barriers 

The Participation of Non-Citizens in Local Politics and Civic Life 

Focus on youth 

Neighbourhood Centres



TURIN – Samples
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Cities’ approach to discrimination: PADUA
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City administration is currently engaged in addressing 3 primary challenges. 

1. second generation citizenship rights and the assurance of equal opportunities and active 

citizenship in the future

2. empowerment of migrant women and assurance of their equal opportunities

3. provision of equal opportunities and integrations in schools through reliance on intercultural 

media and Italian classes for foreign students.

Bottom-up approach that emphasizes the role of the civil society along with the “local” dimension of 

policies. “Local” means that the city administration’s work addresses either barriers imposed by the 

national context (e.g., promoting the participation of foreign citizens at local elections, which is not 

foreseen by the current national legislation), or the city itself, the “local within the local” as city 

neighbourhoods are gradually becoming strategic actors - in addition to being places - in the city 

administration’s pro-integration plans. A special office – the Project Unit for Welcoming and Immigration 

(PUWI) - has been created within the Bureau of the Cabinet of the Mayor to specifically address 

migration-related policies, thus including the prevention of discrimination



PADUA – Key focal points
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A global-local approach 

(networking and coordination / participation)

Cultural facilitators service

The Committee for the representation of Foreign 

Citizens living in Padua



PADUA – Samples
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Stereotypes hold up to reality where you are and are strictly 

connected with the theme of identity and symbols. 

“GLOCAL” stereotypes. The city itself and its citizens can be 

stereotyped, not only the regions, or countries. Great examples 

in all countries. 

















Key word: education and culture, work with young people, empowerment 

of citizens

Recent trend: DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT applied to city management. 

Conclusions
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